


A) jeopardy Answer:

Nepheline Syenite “FoamKrete™”
What was the at jeopardy question?:

Name the rare and unique affordable ECO home building mineral material discovered a just-
in-time as a natural Climate Change answer which unfortunately has “been politically delayed” in 
development by “science disbelievers”? 

B) Is Nepheline Syenite a fake ECO “trade-off” in trying to achieve Carbon net zero status?

No, the PH-neutral soluble Al203 / Si02 concrete additive naturally ECO friendly. The long-term 
goal is to use much less ordinary cement as the manufacturing of Portland cement by roasting 
limestone CaCO3 is the third-rated GHGs manufacturing contributor. This following the second-
highest industrial contributor to greenhouse gases is the production of steel for beams and 
re-bar — whose historic use is becoming somewhat of an another natural disaster that needs 
forward-looking engineering as undergoing at ECO-Foam-Concrete to prevent steel rusting.

C) Same jeopardy category clue with an unexpected daily double bonus, plus: 

Question: How is it that this Feldspathoid Porphyry Swiss Army knife of handy tools, AKA 
Nepheline Syenite, is considered a just-in-time short-term magical miracle to directly battle the 
Climate Change protections some politicians voted against? Is the stupid political answer —just 
because VP Al Gore (D) won the Nobel Prize for his part in the Global Warming documentary film 
“An Inconvenient Truth” in 2007 that predicated many things happening today 14-years later on a 
timeline that absolutely needs to be challenged more than “hanging chad” contested elections.

The Answer:

A “Magical” Nepheline Syenite for ECO-Housing-America use has been proven to be:
1) Forest Fire “Proof” (four hours resistance at 3,000º degrees)
2) Flash Flood Proof, for being a hydraulic Roman concrete (still standing as piers and bridge 

supports) used today to protect from leakage of underground water and sewer delivery pipes.
3) Mudslide and Earthquake, survivable if a home is built with a float-able boat bottom 

envelope floor (blasted upright by built-in rainwater harvested water tanks) setting on a traditional 
weak concrete breakaway pad.

4) Off-grid the “dirty silicon” of Si02 is also a good base for thin-film solar roofing with 
collectible glass clean gutter downspouts. And as recent experiments of access roads/driveways 
being built of activated Nepheline Syenite gravel upon bare dirt, an ECO development could have 
a multi-functional storm water runoff collection pond, fish farm, and fire fighting reserve storage 
to further defend rebuilt communities in an almost un-insurable fire/flood zone.

5) The other unrecognized modern living “proofs” due to an almost unbelievable insulation ‘R” 
value walls/ and roof, constructed with no “gaps” are sound, bullet, hurricane /tornado, and if alt-
financed in a not easy to flip way, Miss Piggy will survive the huffs and puffs of Big Bad Wolves.

D) Same Jeopardy Category Clue:

What is a modern net-zero Zero Pollution Superplatiser Geopolymer “Roman Cement” called?

The Answer:
 

  Oregon’s Unique Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite Foaming Concrete 





“Explaining individuals buying-in … by the mineable ton”
It’s so simple — so why am I having trouble explaining the financial advantage of bringing an al-

most unique affordable housing climate change answer to a waiting market wanting to purchase 
a physical product by the ton? Is it because unpatentented mining claims are not title insurance 
protected “real estate”. It is hard to explain US Supreme Court recognized “real property” to “in-
vestors” looking to buy an operating gold mine, for no money up-front.

Is it such an out-of-date concept that a U.S. Mining Law of 1872 “Prudent Man” prospecting 
individual can transfer ore by the ton to another individual, even if a lode vein moves sideways 
underground? And further misunderstood by special interest security rules that a physical natu-
ral resource ton locked up as managed wealth from this Earth, is perhaps best represented as a 
proven asset? Mining rights by the proven mineral ton may legally be transferred for trading as a 
measured ton unit upon an old-fashioned Bill of Sale receipt printed on physical paper delivered 
by the US Postal Service.  

Make it even simpler when transferring wealth in that one can buy a proven in-place Foam-
Krete™ ton from the Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite deposit for $20, and then contract with 
an independent ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association to increase the value of a 
uniform commingled ton equal to, or above, what the Chinese are selling a very similar chemical 
value Nepheline Syenite for $250 per bagged ton FOB for use in 3D printing affordable homes.

The recent acceptance of a Washington State ECO-MINING-MILLING LIMITED COOPERATIVE 
ASSOCIATION status for an organized flow-thru way which makes money the old-fashioned way, 
by working, allows individuals (no matter if ‘qualified’ to invest with a net worth annual income of 
$200,000 or $300,00, and has a net worth of over $1 million) to legally buy-in with a $20 by the ton 
as a working investor of patron where everyone at risk has a vote, and perhaps (again this is not 
professional advice except for the mineral evaluation) a self-employed 1040 Schedule C tax write-
off. The working for yourself part also means individuals cannot be classified as a security under 
the SEC “Howie Test”, in that working investor members of a LCA C0-OP are individual owners of 
a physical asset more ‘rock solid’ than paper shares, or electronic bitCredits.

Asperger’s genius Ben Franklin’s postal service is considered a small independent “snail mail 
business” when compared to a nano-second fast ETF trading wire, but it does have a reputation 
of it’s USPS national “postal and wire fraud” inspectors “non-partisan” better than the securities 
industry investigations being the basis of the filing of an action in state and Federal courts.

As the SEC suing Elon Musk for merely thinking out-loud on Twitter that he was thinking of 
going public.  The Asperger’s syndrome Albert Eisenstein/Tesla/Henry Ford genius of our century 
simply paid the fine —as many big bank CEO’s have done out of a half-days profits— and kept 
on operating. To punish the with patience answered the complaint by using Twitter to punish the 
market makers that had complained. Musk sent a EV car into space. Message; On his own pri-
vate rocket! Market your product with a flair. Now that really is free enterprise.

Advertising need for funding a U.S. Mining Law of 1872 mineral development this old/modern 
day ECO Asperger’s (following the lead of school girl Greta Thunberg) is the independent mining 
claim holder AKA TheProspector.com, of an old/newly discovered secret deposit of Roman Ce-
ment which has not have amassed enough bits of paper/electronic dollars to play the stupid IPO/
VIDEO game of others selling a “win/win” stock of an already functioning enterprise. 

This is why I am proposing the buy-in of a very skilled Business Development “fundraiser” to 
become ECO-Mining-Milling LCA’s CFO who will have a 15% of my “outside” position for solving 
the $ cash for flow problems.

Contact xxx or click the www.MiningMagazines.com banner ad to be taken to www.ECO-Min-
ing-Milling.com web site in development.                                          ....Continue by clicking the >>> 





..“This is the Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite R&D Website” 

The whole of a square mile Table Mountain is a uniform mass of enigma, bound together in a 
riddle, millions of years old, just now being revealed as a very rare sill “neck of a volcano” (small-
er than a batholith) in a solidified magma reservoir (or crater lake).

Such a formation is uniformly distributed as an easy to identify “in-place” rock, where the ore 
contains a number of minerals. This is fortunate in that Table Mountain has not been drilled past 
the measured viable, sampled around the mountain, on the steeply eroded sides.

Their was a small, almost moot point argument between the US Geological Survey, State of 
Oregon Department of Geology as to whether the total volume was 600, or 800 million tons was 
done again recently by yet-another independent consulting report, flawed slightly for the geol-
ogist’s being paid a finder’s fee by both sides, and his negative association with an established 
cement company.

As a small part of the square mile + “plug” is covered by the surface rights of a private timber 
company, mineral rights holder Murray has settled upon a reasonable 500 million tons, which if 
safely, and sensibly, mined underground would reduce that to 250 million mineable tons when 
considering leaving pillars to support the free use of gravity to shrink stope mine.

Studies have shown that underground approach by a boring machine similar to what was used 
in Portland’s light rail construction to add a station to visit our very progressive zoo, could be 
“worker safe” by using FoamKrete as if it was sprayed concrete shoring.

And in the midst of a vitally needed Oregon rain forest, the “back yard” reality is to protect the 
economy of a scenic, photogenic, beauty of a well managed USFS second growth forest that 
already produces the clean “air shed” chemistry of oxygen to dilute the second-hand smog of 
industrial Asia that Westerners breath every day as the world turns toward the East. 

As an undocumented, for now, benefit any unlikely “pollution” escaping from a PH neutral 
dust (that is contained as the actual product) it is thought that any fallout from the newer Pacific 
Coastal Range (as shown when Mt. St. Helens exploded) would help the acid rain problem of the 
older Appalachian Mountains.

The big picture mind boggling problem, even after cutting the reserves in half, is how many 
normal sized dump trucks coming a narrow logging mountain would it take to move 250,000,000 
million tons to circle the earth from a railhead / barge landing 20 miles away? This is where cre-
ative thinking has a multiple use of USFS mill sites and recreation mountain bike trails taking ad-
vantage of the gravity power of gondola tons going from 4000 feet in altitude, to almost sea level, 
could be used to provide ECO free energy to haul up biker gondolas, as is done in Moab, Utah 
(and the Oregon State Hospital University in Portland ), to build an Aspen class mountain bike run 
through dense wilderness rain forests, past Roosevelt Elk meadows, to reach the sea.

Another advantage of having a scenic, but bargable river, to experiment upon, beside making 
said barges that have a natural flotation and “ceramic strength” when Nepheline Syenite is com-
bined with two other ECO minerals that “The Prospector.com” will be locating in the very new fu-
ture for ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association to play with designing indestructible 
and unsinkable yachts, or live aboard bio-fueled steam driven paddle-wheeler recreational boats.

Also of interest to those doing due-diligence homework, is that 3M happens to be the only other 
source of commercial building grade Nepheline Syenite in America. Their Arkansas quarry (re-
portedly) in a JV with a US glass company towards the next best thing of a gutter to gutter clean 
rainwater collecting, inexpensive embedded thin film solar, “smart roofs” for family homes. 
                                                                                                                         Continue by clicking >>> 





This is the pre-retail brochure trial...

For introducing the total quality control (TQM) end user advantages of a newly being developed 
Oregon affordable house building material, that in the next few months is going to be recognized 
as a non-toxic, PH neutral, nature natural, chemical bundle breakthrough equal in importance to 
finding a chemical cure for cancer in a still living Amazon rain forest tree.

Right now FoamKrete™ is one answer to the wasting of family housing energy to fuel climate 
change caused forest and brush fires, with resulting mud slides and flash flooding. And offering 
a level of untested protection from earthquakes, tsunami, hurricanes. And perhaps the recent 
failure in a Florida condo swimming pool deck for not using a carbon free hydraulic cement.

All of this protection while practically working on meeting, or exceeding, international air quality 
standards dealing with the reduction of carbon based emissions. through conservation without 
financial consequences. For those who publicly ridicule the Asperger’s syndrome Pulitzer Prize 
film maker Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth big picture choice of words explaining what was hap-
pening to the whole world as “Global Warming”, when not also attacking his conclusion of lead-
ing “Climate Change” really need to do some additional homework, here.

Of course the burning of kiln dried lumber, not coated with nepheline syenite, and caustic man-
ufactured siding, and highly inflammable oil based asphalt tab roofing, exploding lately in sce-
nic forests sill standing in mountains of the Far West, is also part of an almost Biblical plague of 
atrophy, in the form of a lot of hot air politics in the Land of the Hanging Chads, already effected 
by unseasonal forest fires that eventually will be put out by out by a deluge of unseasonable rains 
of hurricanes. Such is the balance of nature, measured in OMG seconds. Or in geologically evolu-
tionary time terms where the raising of brackish swamp water rivers escaping out of sink holes to 
reclaim the marine sedimentation permeated peninsula named Florida.

A futuristic teaser glimpse of what the FoamKrete admixture magic could make possible in a 
off-grid, best land use, affordable ECO home in a fortress construction:

Go from a Negative Fear of total loss, to the Proactive FoamKrete Way to protect a family “for-
tress” from the ravages of global climate change disasters, as:

> Those out of control forest and brush wildfires. As proven by a runaway wall of flame sweep-
ing through Omak, Washington, where sprayed ‘super-cement’ dome house shown world wide 
TV by the owner / builder cellphone videotaping out a window the wall of flame that totally de-
stroyed his stick built neighborhood. FoamKrete qualifies as a Class One four hour fire sustain-
able resistance up to 3,000 degrees.

> And everyday household energy wasted by just nail-it-together developers cheating for not 
having enough “R-Values” in walls, especially when measured against tax writable “energy star” 
credits that should be included into a prime mortgage, along with embedded solar on the roof that 
will help pay of a once in your lifetime debt through a reduced “light bill”. Something already causing 
Arizona home owners that leased out their rooftops legal problems when it comes to real estate 
flipping.
> And TV news broadcasting an ever increasing risk of flooding, and tidal surge disasters that are 
making it dangerous to even think of building, or buying, anything with a scenic view along the 
Oregon Coast, and Coast Range salmon rich rivers.

> Or the breaking news on all points of the compass storms with winds up to hurricane, typhoon, 
and tornado strength where vulnerable international oil asphalt tab based roofs are blown away.
                                                                                                                    Continue by clicking >>> 





A1. Name of Project:  

DeDicateD Un-common Use of table moUntain, lincoln coUnty oregon’s UniqUe 
nepheline cement to be  marketeD as foamkrete™ Now Identified as an Exceptional 
Quality Alumino-Silicate Used For A Rediscovered  Roman Polymer Concrete 
That Has Fire and Water Resistant Climate Change Answers for Affordable 
Housing..

The Table Mountain ‘Peralkaline’ Nepheline Syenite identified ‘Sill’ is considered by some to 
be on the fringe of being classified a Rare Earths for containing a uniform and valuable chemical 
“bundle” of eight natural compounds that cannot be patented by anyone other than Creator, as 
shown by the white paper attachments, following as footnotes —accessed by clicking on the 
button, right, of the online version of this filing—further establishing the added value of in this 
Document Supporting, §228.42 — An explanation of Uncommon Varieties, which have been 
added to the updated separate binder of scientific papers.

The important point to understand of this “feldspathic bundle” of volcanic ash binder has a 
proven similarity of action with the pozzolans used in Roman Cement Concrete to build, without 
re-bar, seawater resistant wharves and bridges still standing today.  And of course the secret of 
Rome’s Pantheon large circular domed cella, which at 4,500 tons, it is the largest unreinforced 
concrete dome in the world

One of the accidental secrets of the ages making this happen was that the chemistry of 
seawater activation of Al203 and Si02 helped protect tidal surge strong “sea walls”. A balance of 
nature irony is that the view from Table Mountain looks down on the village of Waldport, Oregon, 
very much in need these Climate Change days of a protective Hydraulic Cement Wall that sets 
and hardens by chemical reaction with water (hydration) capable of doing so underwater (ACI 
225R). 

All of the Oregon and Washington Pacific Coast is under tsunami threat of the offshore 
geologic event of Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquakes that have been geologically 
reoccurring since Table Mountain was created as a Pacific Ocean “ring of fire” event over 33 
million years ago. 

The mother of all unraveling trade secrets that today’s cement producers don’t want the public 
to know, besides the fairly recent re-discovered use of the naturally soluble volcanic plutonic 
sill material bundle, which cannot be patent protected by anyone other than Creator, is that the 
size of the aggregate sand and gravel bonding together is critical for strength and longevity.  I 
also search for answers to why Al203/Si02 is NOT a common variety mineral, by adding newer 
scientific papers, not internal corporate-controlled thinking, available for quoting on the Internet 
without getting sued for copyright infringement. 

When a CCL foam home is pumped, or 3D printed as FoamKrete™, acting as a FloatKrete with 
a “boat floor” will better survive rivers overflowing their banks, as well as earthquakes, if not tied 
to the ground and allowed to float above such things as mudflows. 

As a homeowners insurance in a time of stress over forest fires destroying whole towns is the 
real reason to get into Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite into proven production of developing 
an emergency “fireproof” stucco spray, as well as helping families rebuild upon the ashes of 
a continuing mortgage. Or, coming back to salvage by yourself what is left of an open to a 
leveraged wind vulnerable “dumb roofed” house from a yet-another hurricane tornado, without 
FEMA flood insurance or smiling bankers help.

Contact claim holder Barry Murray or click the www.MiningMagazines.com banner ad to be 
taken to www.WesternMiner.com for MORE INFORMATION >>> or Click the FS2800-5 form cover.




